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SUMMARY

Src kinase activity is controlled by various mecha-
nisms involving a coordinated movement of kinase
and regulatory domains. Notwithstanding the exten-
sive knowledge related to the backbone dynamics,
little is known about the more subtle side-chain dy-
namics within the regulatory domains and their role
in the activation process. Here, we show through
experimental methyl dynamic results and predicted
changes in side-chain conformational couplings
that the SH2 structure of Fyn contains a dynamic
network capable of propagating binding information.
We reveal that binding the phosphorylated tail of Fyn
perturbs a residue cluster near the linker connecting
the SH2 and SH3 domains of Fyn, which is known to
be relevant in the regulation of the activity of Fyn.
Biochemical perturbation experiments validate that
those residues are essential for inhibition of Fyn,
leading to a gain of function upon mutation. These
findings reveal how side-chain dynamics may facili-
tate the allosteric regulation of the different members
of the Src kinase family.

INTRODUCTION

Asprotein tyrosine kinases (PTK) (Manning et al., 2002) often play

an essential role in different cellular functions, significant atten-

tion has been given to the elucidation of their structure and dy-

namics. Of these, the Src family kinases (SFK) are possibly the

most substantially analyzed PTK as they have been implicated

in a wide variety of diseases (Boggon and Eck, 2004; Parsons

and Parsons, 2004). The upregulation of the SFK Fyn, for

instance, has been associated with prostate (Posadas et al.,

2009), ovarian (Huang et al., 2008), breast (Charpin et al., 2009;

Kostic et al., 2009), and pancreatic (Chen et al., 2011) cancers,

while other studies reported its involvement in chronic myeloid
Stru
leukemia (Singh et al., 2012) and Alzheimer’s disease (Lee

et al., 2004; Nygaard et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2011). Like all other

family members, Fyn is composed of an N-terminal membrane

localization motif followed by a so-called unique domain, which

is linked to the SH3 and SH2 regulatory domains, the actual ki-

nase domain (SH1), and a C-terminal tail (Boggon and Eck,

2004). The catalytic activity of Fyn is downregulated through

the coordinated binding of the SH3-SH2 domain pair with spe-

cific intra-molecular ligands (Engen et al., 2008). The coordinated

action of both domains displaces an a helix in the kinase domain,

blocking the catalytic site and rendering Fyn inactive. Releasing

the interaction between the SH2 domain and the pY-tail disrupts

the contacts between theSH3domain and the SH2-kinase linker,

opening the active site (Engen et al., 2008). As SH3 and SH2 do-

mainsmay have diverse roles in the regulation of SFK activity (Ar-

old et al., 2001; Moarefi et al., 1997), and both are required to

deactivate the members of that family (Cowan-Jacob et al.,

2005; Nagar et al., 2006), it is crucial to understand which dy-

namic mechanisms are in place to facilitate the switching.

Different studies have aimed to address this question (Arold

et al., 2001; Engen et al., 1999, 2008; Hochrein et al., 2006; Tes-

sari et al., 1997; Ulmer et al., 2002; Young et al., 2001). Overall,

these studies suggest that, at the level of large (backbone)

changes, binding a peptide to one domain does not influence

the other domain and vice versa. Nevertheless, it was shown

that when the SH2 domain is bound to the pY-tail, the motions

of the SH2 and SH3 domains are dynamically coupled, forming

a ‘‘snap-lock’’ configuration (Young et al., 2001). Specifically,

when the SH2 domain is docked to the pY-tail of the kinase,

the SH2-SH3 linker is rigidified, coupling the movement of the

two domains. This dynamic change facilitates the binding of

the SH3 domain to the SH2-kinase linker, thus blocking the

kinase domain in its inactive conformation (Young et al., 2001).

As the inactive state of the enzyme requires the binding of the

pY-tail of Fyn to the SH2 module, one can postulate that the

SH2 domain is actively propagating the binding information

to the SH3-SH2 linker in order to lock the SH3 domain in

place. To verify such a hypothesis one needs to identify the

mechanisms that are at work in the SH2 domain that can inform

the linker to ‘‘open’’ (activate Fyn) or ‘‘close’’ (inactivate Fyn) the
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lock. However, as binding a phosphorylated peptide to the Fyn

SH2 domain has been shown to initiate no significant backbone

changes in the domain structure (Ulmer et al., 2002), other more

subtle mechanisms may be at work. As was argued previously

(Tsai et al., 2008), the lack of change in the overall shape of the

domain upon binding does not necessarily mean that allostery

is not at work. So far, none of the studies involving the SH2

domain from SFK investigated changes in side-chain dynamics,

which can provide substantial information about intra-molecular

communication even when there is no change in backbone

conformation (Daily et al., 2008; Whitley and Lee, 2009).

We propose a mechanism on how the SH2 domain of Fyn

could propagate information resulting in the rigidification of the

SH3-SH2 linker using a hybrid approach that combines experi-

mental results with computational predictions. Nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) deuterium-based methyl side-chain relaxation

experiments (Houben et al., 2007; Kay et al., 1996, 1998; Millet

et al., 2002; Skrynnikov et al., 2002) on the Fyn SH2 form in isola-

tion and when it is bound to the pY-tail of Fyn, allow us to identify

the dynamic properties of the different methyl group containing

residues within the protein. They show, with certainty, which

methyl group-bearing residues experience a change in their

dynamics upon binding and could hence be involved in trans-

ducing the binding information to distal locations in the structure

(Fuentes et al., 2004; Whitley and Lee, 2009). However, as less

than one-third of the Fyn SH2 residues have methyl groups,

these results provide only a partial image of the transduction

mechanism. In combination with our Monte Carlo sampling (In-

formation Theoretical method – MCIT) we extend the side-chain

relaxation results to include also the non-methyl-group-bearing

residues, while minimizing the violations with the experimental

data. The MCIT takes NMR solution structures as input and pro-

vides predictions that have been shown to accurately reflect the

results of side-chain relaxation experiments (Cilia et al., 2012) as

well as trans-hydrogen bond scalar couplings (Zafra Ruano et al.,

2016). For this analysis, we used two solution structures of Fyn

SH2 in its free form and bound to the pY-tail of Fyn (see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures, Figure S1, Tables S1 and S2).

The integration with the experimental results produces a network

of dynamically affected residues, linking the Fyn SH2 binding site

to residues located throughout the structure with significant

changes directed to the SH3-SH2 linker. This network reveals

a detailed and experimentally supported picture of the intra-

domain communication of Fyn SH2, allowing us to postulate

the hypothesis that the locking mechanism is mediated through

dynamic changes in a small cluster of residues close to the SH2

N-terminal region in direct contact with the SH3-SH2 linker. We

validate this hypothesis using a coupled kinase assay that shows

how mutants in identified residues close to the SH3-SH2 linker

affect kinase inhibition through C-terminal Src kinase (Csk),

providing evidence that the residues are essential for the down-

regulation of Fyn and therefore potentially also for other SFK.

RESULTS

Methyl Dynamics Changes Spread through the Fyn SH2
Structure to Distant Locations
To reveal the potential of the side-chain dynamics in regulating

the activity of Fyn, we determined the side-chain dynamics in
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the free and bound states at the picosecond to nanosecond

timescale, focusing particularly on the motions of the methyl

groups (Experimental Procedures and Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures). Five deuterium spin relaxation rates were

measured for both free (Table S4) and pY-tail bound states

(Table S5) (Houben et al., 2007; Millet et al., 2002; Muhandiram

et al., 1995), while the model-free formalism was used to facili-

tate the interpretation of the dynamic data (Lipari and Szabo,

1982a, 1982b; Skrynnikov et al., 2002). The latter approach de-

termines the dynamics via an order parameter (S2
axis) and its cor-

responding internal correlation time (te). The values of S2
axis (see

Table S6) lie in the range [0,1], where 0 refers to an isotropic mo-

tion with no restrictions and 1 indicates a fixed orientation. As the

S2
axis values of each methyl type are influenced by the distance

from the backbone (Mittermaier et al., 1999), the values need

to be normalized in order to determine their significance. To

perform this normalization, the average S2
axis values (<S2

axis>)

per methyl type were determined using the S2
axis values from

both free and bound states (see Supplemental Experimental

Procedures, Figure S2, and Table S6) and then subtracted

from each S2
axis values in either state. Positive normalized

S2
axis values indicate a decrease in flexibility in relation to the

mean or a more restricted motion at the side-chain level, while

negative values account for the opposite.

Figure 1 shows the normalized S2
axis values annotated on the

conformer with the lowest energy from the ensembles of free

(Figure 1A) and bound (Figure 1B) Fyn SH2 (see Figure S1 for

the ensembles). As a general trend for both states, residues

located in the a-helix regions show either more restricted mo-

tions (e.g., see A159-b, L163-d1 from the aA helix and T223-

g2, L227-d1/d2 from the aB helix in Figures 1A and 1B, right

panels) or motions similar to the mean for their methyl type.

Equivalent behavior is observed for the V200-g2 methyl group

located on the bD sheet and oriented toward the core of the

structure.

In contrast, some methyl groups located in the specificity

binding site region and in its vicinity (L208-d1/d2, T216-g2, and

T217-g2) are characterized by enhanced flexibility, indicated

by negative deviations from the average, in both free and bound

forms. These data are in line with our earlier observation that the

specificity binding site is not engaged in strong connections with

the pY-tail peptide (Bradshaw et al., 1998).

To identify the residues involved in transducing the binding in-

formation, the differences between the S2
axis values of the pY-tail

complex and the free form were calculated (Figure 2A) and

the DS2
axis values were mapped onto the structure (Figure 2B).

In Figure 2A a change is considered to be significant when the

absolute value of DS2
axis (rDS

2
axisr) is higher than the uncertainty

(error bars) determined for those differences. rDS2
axisrvalues for

pY-tail binding to Fyn SH2 range from 0.03 to 0.49 and compa-

rable values were observed upon peptide binding to CaM (Lee

et al., 2000), while much lower valuesrDS2
axisrin the range of

0.02–0.17 were found after phosphotyrosine peptide binding to

the PLCC SH2 domain (Kay et al., 1996). The internal correlation

time te for the Fyn SH2 domain, free and upon pY-tail binding,

are discussed in Supplemental Experimental Procedures. On

average, a rigidification of the methyl-bearing side-chains is

observed with an average increased DS2
axis value of 0.03 per

affected residue. For comparison, an 0.07 average increase



Figure 1. Normalized Methyl Axis Order Parameters for the Free and pY-Tail Bound Fyn SH2 Domain
Normalizedmethyl axis order parameters for the free (A) and pY-tail bound Fyn SH2 domain (B)mapped onto the corresponding lowest energy structures from the

NMR ensembles (see Figure S1). Methyls are shown as solid spheres and colored in function of their flexibility with respect to the average <S2
axis> per methyl

type: red represents enhanced flexibility and blue highlights increased rigidity. The methyl groups are color-coded according to the legend below the panels,

while the methyls lacking experimental data are represented as smaller spheres, in white. The pY-tail peptide is shown in orange.
per residue was observed for peptide binding to CaM (Lee et al.,

2000), corresponding to a total reduction of conformational en-

tropy by 35 kcal/mol.

As can be seen in Figure 2A, Fyn SH2 methyl-containing resi-

dues experiencemostly an increase in rigidity (blue) with only few

isolated side-chains characterized by enhanced flexibility (red)

upon binding. The loss of flexibility in several areas can be attrib-

uted to direct interaction with the peptide. For instance, the pY

residue is packed against the g2 methyl groups of T180 and

T181, which exhibit positive DS2
axis values. Increase in S2

axis

values upon binding are also observed for T216-g2, T217-g2,

and A236-b, which are located in the specificity binding area.

Another interesting result is represented by the enhanced flex-

ibility of L238-d2, located in the specificity pocket area. When

Fyn SH2 binds to a natural target or a high-affinity peptide,

L238 interacts with the binder and stabilizes the complex (Brad-

shaw et al., 1998; Kaneko et al., 2010). Even with weak interac-
tions between the pY-tail and the specificity pocket observed

here, a general increased rigidity of the side-chains is observed

in this area (Figures 2A and 2B). However, the side-chain of L238

is pointing toward the interior of the structure, where it is buried in

a hydrophobic core and the d2 methyl of L238 experiences an

increase in flexibility. Interestingly, in the same hydrophobic

core, L187-d1, located on the bC sheet, also displays enhanced

dynamics in the presence of the pY-tail. An increase of dynamics

displayed by side-chains distal from the binding site has

been observed for other proteins upon peptide binding and

has been proposed to provide an entropic compensation to

the free energy of binding (Igumenova et al., 2006). Only one

methyl-bearing residue in the same hydrophobic core is largely

rigidified (L242-d2), while others only experience a slight rigidifi-

cation (I189-g/d, I205-d, L224-d2) or do not display a signification

change in dynamics (I175-g, I215-g/d, L224-d1). V228-g1, which

is located at the edge of this hydrophobic core far away from the
Structure 24, 1947–1959, November 1, 2016 1949



Figure 2. The Dynamic Effects Induced by Interaction of the pY-tail Peptide on the Fyn SH2 Domain

(A) Differences in methyl axis order parameter, S2
axis, upon pY-tail binding on the Fyn SH2 domain. The values are represented as a function of methyl position,

with significant changes shown as filled bars. The corresponding secondary structure elements are depicted at the top of the figure. The two methyl groups

marked with a star (T172-g2, T181-g2) are overlapping in the free form, where they carry the same S2
axis values. The error bars represent the uncertainty in the

measurements.

(B) The differences in the S2
axis values between the bound and the free states are mapped onto the lowest energy SH2:pY-tail complex structure. Methyls are

shown as solid spheres and colored according to their function in their change in flexibility upon binding: red represents enhanced flexibility and blue highlights

decrease in flexibility. Only significant changes are colored in red or blue, while the other methyl groups are colored in gray. Themethyls lacking experimental data

are represented as smaller white spheres. The pY-tail peptide is shown in orange.
binding pocket, is partially solvent exposed and experiences an

enhanced flexibility.

In summary, the data show that changes in dynamics are

not only experienced bymethyl groups located in close proximity

to the peptide, but also by methyls positioned at large distances

from the peptide binding pockets (>18 Å), providing evidence for

long-range communication through the SH2 domain structure.

Hybridization of Experimental and Computational
Results Paints the Full Picture
As only 30%of the residues bear methyls in Fyn SH2, insufficient

information is available on how the system transduces the bind-

ing information throughout the domain structure. To overcome

this issue, the experimental observations are here extended

with computational predictions provided through our MCIT

method (Cilia et al., 2012; Lenaerts et al., 2008; Zafra Ruano

et al., 2016). This is a method that we developed to predict,
1950 Structure 24, 1947–1959, November 1, 2016
from their structure, the residues experiencing dynamic changes

induced by binding. For details on the MCIT method we refer

to the Experimental Procedures (which explain the scheme in

Figure 3A) as well as previously published papers. Here, MCIT

uses two NMR ensembles, one for the free form (PDB: 2MQI)

and the other for the form bound to the pY-tail (PDB: 2MRK)

(see Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure S1 for

information on these structures).

Here, we assume that if one can deploy the MCIT predictor

so that it predicts most of the experimentally identified methyl-

bearing residues correctly, then the associated non-methyl-

bearing residues identified at the same time are also highly

relevant and hence provide amore complete view of the residues

involved in the transduction process. In other words, they are

predicted by association. However, one needs to remember

that the experimental and predictive approaches do not iden-

tify the same kind of data: whereas the side-chain relaxation



Figure 3. FlowCharts Describing theMCIT Approach and the Iterative Procedure for the Integration of Experimental andPredictiveData, See

Experimental Procedures for a Detailed Explanation

(A) The MCIT approach producing the matrix of changes in dynamic couplings on which CAST operates.

(B) CAST uses a threshold CT to include more and more residues in the results, which generates an ROC curve that provides insight into the quality of the

predictions.

(C) The iterative procedure for screening different acceptance level (AL) values to find the best one (AL*). Branching conditions are represented as diamond

shapes, the top one represents the termination condition and the two in the lower right express the two criteria used to select the best AL* from the experimental

data. The procedure takes as inputs the experimental data (bar plot at jDS2
axisj at top) and computational results (represented by thematrix of absolute changes in

mutual information [MI] reported in [A]).

(D) A plot showing what AUC can be achieved for different AL values (which correspond to different jDS2
axisj).
experiments provide insight into the changes in the methyl

dynamics located on individual side-chains, MCIT predicts

changes in the conformational coupling between side-chains.

Notwithstanding this difference, previous work has shown that

MCIT accurately predicts the residues that are identified by the

former (Cilia et al., 2012).

In order to retrieve the network that follows the experimental

results in Figure 2 as closely as possible, a parameter screening

is required to determine for which clustering threshold (CT) (see

Experimental Procedures) most of the methyl-bearing residues

are part of the clusters identified by the cluster affinity search

technique (CAST) (Ben-Dor et al., 1999), while at the same

time excluding the insignificant dynamic changes (rDS2
axisr).

As argued earlier, rDS2
axisrvalues are considered insignificant

when they are smaller than the derived error. Yet rDS2
axisrvalues

that are too small may in themselves be irrelevant, requiring

us to identify another suitable threshold that will provide a

classification of the experimentally identified residues into those

that we accept and those exclude as relevant for the internal
dynamics (see also the discussion on the DS2
axis values in the

previous section). This second threshold will separate the

experimental results in positive instances when they are above

this cutoff and negative instances when they are below the cut-

off. We refer here to this threshold as the acceptance level (AL).

This categorization allows one to quantify whether the methyl-

bearing residues are predicted correctly (true positives and

true negatives) or incorrectly for a given value of CT, where false

positives are those residues predicted as being relevant without

sufficient experimental support (i.e., high enough rDS2
axisr) and

false-negatives are the residues that were determined to be

relevant experimentally but not predicted as such. Thus,

decreasing CT systematically will allow us to draw a receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curve (see Figure 3B), providing

an objective approach to determine which CT to use for a given

separation of experimental results in positive and negative in-

stances. In practice this CT is given by the point closest to

the upper-left corner of the ROC curve (i.e., closest to the ideal

performance maximum true-positive rate or TPR (=1) and the
Structure 24, 1947–1959, November 1, 2016 1951



Figure 4. Prediction-by-Association Results for the Selected Acceptance Level

(A) All the methyl groups with significant DS2
axis values and the selected acceptance level (orange lines). The lines represent the boundaries between residues

most affected by the binding event (relevant residues) and those that are barely affected (irrelevant residues).

(B) ROC curve of the Fyn SH2 predictions at the selected acceptance level (blue line) and a random prediction (gray line). The point indicated by the orange circle

corresponds to the best predictive threshold CT* (the point closest to the top-left corner).
minimum false-positive rate or FPR (=0)) (see Figure 3B). The

area under the ROC curve (AUC) measures the quality of the

prediction with respect to the experimental data (see Figure 3D).

In summary, the parameter screening will calculate the predic-

tive quality for a range of AL values (see Figure 3C), allowing

us to select the one that provides the most meaningful results,

i.e., AL*. The procedure is summarized in Figure 3C and ex-

plained in detail in Experimental Procedures. By iterating over

the AL values, we determined that an AL* of 0.08 (orange lines

in Figure 4A and orange circle in Figure S5) provides a good

trade-off between the accuracy of the predictions measured

by the AUC (condition 1 in Figure 3C) and the balance between

the number of positive and negative instances (condition 2 in

Figure 3C), which is particularly important when extending the

prediction from the methyl-bearing residues to all the residues

of the Fyn SH2 domain. Given the AL* values so determined,

of the 18 methyl-bearing residues for which experimental relax-

ation data were considered significant (see Figure 2), three res-

idues (M195, T217, and L224) are considered to be negative in-

stances (too small rDS2
axisr). It is worth noting that I189 and

L208 are considered to be relevant residues even if one of the

two methyl groups (I189-g2 and L208-d1) is classified as not

relevant by the AL.

Once AL* is determined (Figure 4A) the procedure also deter-

mines the best threshold CT* from the corresponding ROC curve

(see Figure 4B), which jointly maximizes the correct classifica-

tions of relevant residues (TPR = 0.67) while minimizing incorrect

predictions of non-relevant residues (FPR = 0.0).We hence avoid

false positives with respect to the experimental data by selecting

CT* = 0.044 (see orange circle in Figure 4B). CT* determines

which residues the CAST algorithm will incorporate in the cluster

identified from the data in the matrix of Figure S4. The resulting

cluster is guaranteed to cover most of the relevant changes visu-
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alized in Figure 2A, while adding non-methyl-bearing residues

that are detected at the same time as the relevant methyl-

bearing residues.

ACluster of ResiduesNear the SH3-SH2 LinkerMay Play
a Role in Regulating Fyn Activity
Using CT* = 0.044, the network of the most affected residues

within Fyn SH2 can be determined, as shown in Figure 5A (see

also Figure S6). The network consists of 35 residues, where 13

of them havemethyl groups with aDS2
axis value above AL*, while

the links represent changes in coupling, DMI, between residues

within 5 Å distance (see Experimental Procedures). Long-dis-

tance connections exist, as the two dashed lines in the figure

show, but these are not visualized for clarity. Mapping the

predicted residues onto the structure of the Fyn SH2:pY-tail

complex (see Figure 5B) shows that the network extends from

the two binding regions over the central b sheet toward isolated

positions at both termini, i.e., the SH3-SH2 linker and the SH2-

kinase linker.

Figure 6A shows 12 residues identified in our data using the

CAST algorithm that experience the most significant changes

in the side-chain conformation. This set includes residues from

the binding site (R176, Y185, Y203, and I205), a couple close

to the SH2-kinase linker (N168 and H247), and a cluster of resi-

dues in the proximity of the SH3-SH2 linker (W149, F173, I189,

and L242). Given the hypothesis discussed in the Introduction

our main interest in this article is in the residues W149, F173,

I189, and L242. Figure 6B shows these residues within the

context of the structure, combining both the side-chain confor-

mations of W149, F173, and I189 in the free and bound NMR

ensembles with the relaxation changes induced by binding at

the level of the side chains in some neighboring residues (red

and blue balls). In this figure we see some interesting effects in



Figure 5. Network of Dynamically Affected Residues in Fyn SH2

(A) Dynamical changes in the Fyn SH2 network domain induced by pY-tail binding. Only the residues predicted as most affected by the binding event are

represented (informative group). Light and dark nuances of green differentiate between the methyl-bearing and non-methyl-bearing residues, respectively. Red

edges represent an increase in coupling between two residues from the informative group upon peptide binding, whereas blue ones show a reduction in coupling.

The magnitude of the coupling is indicated by the thickness of the edges. Note that only the short-range couplings are represented, while the yellow-dotted lines

illustrate examples of weighted long-range dynamical effects: W192-F173 andW192-N168. The peptide residues are depicted in orange, while the orange edges

represent the contact network (not weighted) between the pY-tail peptide and the SH2 domain.

(B) Fyn SH2:pY-tail complex and the residues predicted as the most dynamically affected by the binding. The informative group is colored in green: light nuances

depict the methyl-bearing residues (predicted as being relevant and observed also experimentally) and the dark nuances show the non-methyl-bearing residues

(predicted as being relevant). The rest of the residues are shown in gray. Only the subgroup of residues predicted asmost affected by the binding event is shown in

sticks representation and labeled. The residues are mapped on the lowest energy Fyn SH2:pY-tail complex structure. The pY-tail peptide is illustrated in orange

and all the peptide conformations from the ensemble are shown in transparent ribbon representation. For clarity, the loops involved in the two binding sites and

the termini regions are indicated.

Structure 24, 1947–1959, November 1, 2016 1953



Figure 6. The Top 12 Highly Coupled Residues upon pY-Tail Binding at Fyn SH2

(A) The dynamical changes network from Figure 5A, where only the top 12 highly affected residues by the pY-tail binding event are highlighted using the same

coloring scheme as in Figure 5A.

(B) The dynamic effects propagate through the structure toward the SH3-SH2 linker. All the conformations for the residues composing this cluster are shown in

narrow lines: blue for the Fyn SH2:pY-tail complex and red for the free Fyn SH2 domain. The bidirectional arrows indicate the two populations observed for the

I189 and F173 in the complex state. The spheres represent methyl groups dynamically affected by the pY-tail binding event: red indicates increased flexibility,

while intense blue indicates increased rigidity upon binding. For clarity, the stick representations depict the conformations from the lowest energy structure from

the corresponding ensembles. The Fyn SH2 secondary structure elements are depicted in transparent cartoon representation.
F173 andW149, which are separated between their Ca atoms by

approximately 6 Å.

In the Fyn SH2:pY-tail complex, which we call the locked state

(corresponding to the inactive kinase), the two aromatic rings of

F173 andW149 have a parallel orientation, with the aromatic ring

of W149 pointing toward the linker. In the free form, the aromatic

rings are organized in a perpendicular manner, which will be

referred to as the ‘‘open’’ state (corresponding to the active ki-

nase). We hypothesize that the switching between both states

depends on the conformation of the residues within this cluster

andmore specifically theW149 side chain. This hypothesis gains

initial support from the observation that the aromatic rings of

F173 and W149 are part of a p-stacking interaction (Burley and

Petsko, 1985), which is a non-covalent attractive interaction

that leads to structure stabilization, especially when the aromatic

rings are within a distance of 4.5–7 Å. Disturbing the p-stacking

interaction results in the opening of the lock, rendering the linker

more flexible and allowing the protein to become active.
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Further support for the locking hypothesis is provided by

the side-chain relaxation data discussed earlier. As observed,

F173 has two conformation populations in the peptide-bound

state (blue lines), while in the free form (red lines) the same res-

idue is represented by only one population. These two popula-

tions are in agreement with the cross-peak signal originating in

the CzHz atoms, which is visible in the free state but disappears

in the bound conformation, likely due to conformational ex-

change. In addition, this structural information is confirmed by

the dynamic behavior of the nearby methyl groups, I189-d1

and L242-d2. Both methyl groups experience a decreased flex-

ibility in the picosecond to nanosecond timescale (intense blue

spheres) upon binding as a result of the steric effects induced

by the conformational variability of F173. The reorientation of

the aromatic side-chain of F173 restricts the motion of the two

proximal methyl side chains. The dynamic behavior of F173

may represent an important element that facilitates the trans-

mission of the side-chain perturbation in the direction of the



Figure 7. Mutations in SH2 Domain make Fyn Resistant to Inhibition

by Csk

The enzymatic kinase activity of the Fyn SH3-SH2-kinase domain constructs

was determined in a continuous spectrophotometric assay and the concen-

tration of recombinant Csk (IC50) that is required to inhibit 50% of Fyn kinase

activity is reported. Addition of recombinant Csk leads to Fyn tail phosphor-

ylation and inhibition of Fyn kinase activity. SD error bars are shown. ***p <

0.001.
SH3-SH2 linker. In addition, the detailed view in Figure 6B shows

the higher variability of the W149 aromatic side chain in the free

form (red lines) compared with the peptide-bound state (blue

lines). The different ring orientation between the two states pro-

vides additional freedom to the closed side-chain V228-g1 (red

sphere). The experimental results confirm this enhanced flexi-

bility of the methyl side-chain upon peptide binding. As in the

case of F173, W149 side-chain dynamics is predicted to be

altered upon peptide binding, which indicates an entropic

mechanism for transferring the information. To a lesser extent,

side-chain perturbations were predicted also for Y203, which

is characterized by a slightly different orientation and increased

variability in the bound state compared with the free form. This

behavior reduces the spatial restrictions for the L238-d2 methyl

group, which shows an enhanced flexibility (red sphere).

An Activity Assay Reveals that the Residue Cluster near
the SH3-SH2 Linker Is Essential for the Downregulation
of Fyn
All previous results led us to hypothesize that the residues near

the SH3-SH2 linker may be involved in regulating the activity of

Fyn kinase. To validate this hypothesis, we need to determine

whether mutating those residues influences the activity of Fyn.

The idea is that, if these residues are crucial for stabilizing the

linker and ensuring the inhibition of Fyn, then mutating them

should activate the kinase or make it more difficult to maintain

the inhibited form. To prove this hypothesis, we produced mu-

tants of the residues closest to the linker, i.e., W149A, I189A,

F173A, and L242A, and determined the functional effect of these

mutations using in vitro biochemical assays (see Experimental

Procedures). These assays quantify the amount of Csk, which

is known to phosphorylate the C-terminal tail of SFK, necessary
to deactivate Fyn kinase. The inhibition of SFK activity is depen-

dent on the SH3-SH2 domains and the conserved tyrosine in the

tail of SFK (Figure S8). Csk titrations were performed to deter-

mine the concentration at which 50% of the initial Fyn kinase

activity is inhibited (IC50) (see Figure S9 and Table S8). This vali-

dation shows that all but one of the Fynmutants (I189A) are resis-

tant to Csk inhibition, resulting in a 30- to 50-fold increase in IC50

(Figure 7).

This validation study shows that three of the identified residues

within the SH2 regulatory domain of Fyn kinase and close to the

SH3-SH2 linker (W149, F173, and L242) are involved in regu-

lating the activity of Fyn and potentially have a role transmitting

binding information through the SH2 regulatory domain of SFK

Fyn. This is a first step toward revealing the subtle intra-molecu-

lar dynamical changes that are fundamental to Fyn regulation.

DISCUSSION

As mentioned in the Introduction, different articles (Arold et al.,

2001; Boggon and Eck, 2004; Cowan-Jacob et al., 2005;

Superti-Furga et al., 1993; Young et al., 2001) have argued that

Src kinases are maintained in their inactive form through a coop-

erative mechanism involving both SH3 and SH2 domains (Young

et al., 2001). An analysis using molecular dynamics highlighted

the role of the linker in maintaining this inactive conformation

(Young et al., 2001), leading to the suggestion that a snap-lock

mechanism exists, which is triggered by the binding of the pY-tail

to the SH2 domain. As no dynamic effects have been observed

at the level of the backbone that could explain the rigidification of

the linker (Arold et al., 2001; Tessari et al., 1997; Ulmer et al.,

2002), the question of which mechanisms could potentially

induce the opening and closing of this lock remained unclear.

The results provided here suggest that the side-chain dynamics

of specific residues (see Figure 6) located close the SH3-SH2

linker (W149, F173, I189, and L242) may play a role in this pro-

cess, providing an entropy-based locking mechanism.

We disrupted these four residues by mutation to alanine and

tested the ability of Csk to inhibit the mutant proteins. We found

that all but one of the tested mutations showed a significantly

increased resistance toward inhibition by Csk. Only mutation

I189A showed a similar sensitivity to Csk as Fyn WT. This could

be because I189A is themost conservativemutation tested here.

In addition, I189 experiences a smaller DS2
Axis value compared

with L242 (see Figure 2). The effect of mutation of regulation by

Csk indicates that these residues are in fact necessary to

communicate the inhibitory effect of tail phosphorylation to the

kinase domain. We therefore predict that such de-regulated mu-

tants in the SH2 domain could perturb cellular SFK-signaling

pathways.

As well as the validation experiments we have performed, the

relevance of the residues in the Fyn SH2 network is further sup-

ported by several known mutations that have been shown to

strongly affect the functioning of SFK. For instance, a mutation

of the highly conserved residue W460C (corresponding to

W149 in Fyn) located in the N-terminal part of the SH2 domain

of the Fer kinase has been identified in lung cancer (Richardson

et al., 2009). Similarly, multiple mutations in the SH2 domain of

Btk are responsible for X-linked agammaglobulinemia (Lappalai-

nen et al., 2008). Some of these mutations were observed at
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residues proposed to be part of the top 12 highly coupled resi-

dues (see Figure 7A): R307G/K/T (corresponding to R176 in

Fyn), Y334S (corresponding to Y203 in Fyn), or H362Q/R (corre-

sponding to Y231 in Fyn) (Lappalainen et al., 2008).

In conclusion, we argue here that fast side-chain dynamics

may play an important regulatory role in Fyn, which may most

likely be extended to closely related SFK. Future evidence

collected within the context of the interacting SH3 domain or

the full protein will either confirm or refute the hypothesis we sug-

gest. Nonetheless, the evidence of the activity assays clearly

shows that the identified residue cluster is essential for regu-

lating the activity of Fyn.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2H Relaxation

The five side-chain deuterium relaxation rates [RQ(Dz), R
Q(D+), R

Q(3Dz
2-2),

RQ(D+Dz + DzD+) and RQ(D+
2)] were measured for the 13CH2D methyl groups

on a Varian NMR Direct-Drive System 800 MHz spectrometer. The rates

were recorded and analyzed according to the published procedures (Houben

et al., 2007; Millet et al., 2002). ‘‘On the fly’’ correction of the CzHz remote

magnetization was carried out in all cases. In addition, R(CzHz) rates were re-

corded to correct the double quantum relaxation rate for the contributions from

the dipolar interactions at the methyl group level between deuterium and pro-

tons as well as between deuterium and carbon atom. The delays, the scans,

and the number of complex points used to record the 2H relaxation rates

and R(CzHz) rates are listed in Table S3. The relaxation rates and their exper-

imental errors were extracted by fitting the peak intensity to a mono-exponen-

tial function. The peak intensities for some of themethyl groupswere weak and

could not be measured reliably. All the methyl groups for which at least one of

the five relaxation rates had an experimental error higher than 1.5 times the

actual value of the rate were removed from the analysis. Of the five rates,

the double quantum and quadrupolar order relaxation rates are less sensitive

and generate noisy signal decays. These two rates often contribute to methyl

group exclusion. This is the case for L174-d1, L174-d2, V200-g1, L238-d1, and

L244-d1 in the free SH2 domain, and for L174-d1, L174-d2, L187-d2, V200-g1,

L227-d1, L238-d1, and L242-d1 in the bound form. The relaxation data for

V243-g1 and V244-g1 in both free and bound forms could not be measured

due to resonance overlap with methyl groups originating from the His-tag re-

gion. The T172-g2 completely overlaps with the T181-g2 only in the case of

the free form. The relaxation decay is characterized by a proper fit and the

same relaxation rate was assigned to both methyl groups. In addition, the

five different deuterium relaxation rates must fulfill the following ordering:

RQ(Dz) % 5/3RQ(D+
2) % 5/3RQ(3Dz

2 � 2) % RQ(D+) % 5/3RQ(D+Dz + DzD+), if

J(0) R J(uD) R J(2uD) (Jacobsen et al., 1976). As shown in Supplemental

Experimental Procedures (Figure S7), most of the relaxation decays fulfill the

trend. The larger errors for some rates originate in the peaks with a low inten-

sity and a broad signal in the 1H-13C correlation spectrum. The rates with an

inequity within their errors were removed from the analysis: L164-d1 and

L227-d2 in the free SH2 domain and L163-d2, L164-d1, L164-d2, I175-d1,

and I205-g2 in the bound form. Reliable deuterium relaxation rates were

measured for 37 of the 48 methyl groups in the free form and 34 of the 48

methyl groups in case of the SH2:pY-tail complex. A total of 32 methyls are

in common within these two sets of relaxation parameters.

The Lipari-Szabo model-free formalism was used to fit the deuterium relax-

ation rates and to extract the motional parameters: S2
axis and te (Lipari and

Szabo, 1982a, 1982b). S2
axis represents the order parameter of the vector be-

tween the methyl carbon and the adjacent carbon atom and te is the corre-

sponding internal correlation time. To discard the contribution from the free

methyl rotation, S2
axis was obtained by scaling S2 with a = [(3cos2q-1)/2]2,

where q is the angle between the 13C-2H bound and the methyl sym-

metry axis. Considering a tetrahedral geometry for the methyl group: S2 =

0.111S2
axis (Mittermaier and Kay, 1999). In addition, as the five relaxation rates

were recorded, an extended model-free analysis allowed us to investigate

possible contributions from nanosecond time scales by extracting two addi-

tional parameters: Ss
2 and ts (Skrynnikov et al., 2002). Ss

2 represents the order
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parameter for slow internal motions and ts the corresponding correlation time.

The overall correlation time, tc, used for analysis was fixed to 12.13 and

13.13 ns, for the free and complex forms, respectively. These values were ex-

tracted independently from backbone amide 15N relaxation measurements,

assuming an isotropic motion. 15N R1 and R2 relaxation data were measured

on the same sample used for recording the five deuterium relaxation rates.

tc was calculated with TENSOR2 software fromR1 and R2 rates after removing

all the data for residues with high internal flexibility (typically the loop regions)

(Dosset et al., 2000). Since SH2 domains are prone to aggregate (Farrow et al.,

1994; Finerty et al., 2002; Pintar et al., 1996; Siegal et al., 1998; Zhang et al.,

1998), the sample stability was checked with R2 measurements recorded at

different time intervals. At 1 mM the free Fyn SH2 sample without the His-

tag showed a significant self-association after 48 hr at 25�C (data not shown).

In contrast, under similar conditions theHis-tagged version of the Fyn SH2was

stable for more than 20 days. Consequently, all NMR measurements of both

the free and the pY-tail complex states were performed on the His-tag version

of the construct. The use of the long His-tag construct explains the higher tc
values when compared with the typical overall correlation time for Fyn SH2 do-

mains (Farrow et al., 1994; Finerty et al., 2002). All the NMR data were pro-

cessed using NMRPipe (Delaglio et al., 1995). Fitting the 2H relaxation rates

to extract the model-free parameters, as well as model selection using an F

test, were performed in GNUOctave version 3.4.0. Error estimates were deter-

mined from 500 Monte Carlo simulations.

Prediction of Dynamical Changes Induced by the Binding Event

Our predictive method takes as input the NMR ensembles of the free

and bound state of the Fyn SH2 domain (see Figure S1) and samples the

conformational freedom of the side-chains, separately in each state, using

a Monte Carlo sampling process (Cilia et al., 2012) (see Figure 3A). Given

these data, the method then determines, in each state, whether conforma-

tional dependencies exist between the side-chain conformations of all resi-

due pairs, quantifying this dependency through mutual information (MI).

Whereas a high MI value indicates that the movement of two side chains

happens in a coordinated manner, a low MI value demonstrates that their

movement is independent. Calculating the absolute change in MI, which is

the absolute value of the difference in MI between bound and unbound

states (jDMIj = jMI_bound-MI_freej), provides insight into the conformational

dependencies that have changed due to binding. This step produces a ma-

trix of changes (shown in detail in Figure S4). Most of the values in this matrix

are close to zero (blue), indicating that the main dynamic changes are limited

to a number of specific residues, which is expected. Prior predictions for the

PDZ domain of PTPN11 (Cilia et al., 2012) and different SH3 domains (Zafra

Ruano et al., 2016) have shown that such sparse effects are to be expected

as only small effects at the level of the backbone are observed in these

small domains.

Once this matrix is obtained, the CAST algorithm (Ben-Dor et al., 1999) is

used to identify residue groups whose members experience strong dynamic

changes with those belonging to the same group (see Figure 3A). CAST iden-

tifies these clusters of residues using a threshold parameter (CT) that ex-

presses a minimal coupling level within each cluster. For decreasing CT

values, the size of the cluster(s) increases as more and more residues are

accepted to be part of them until, finally, for a low enough threshold, all ele-

ments are merged into one big cluster.

Network Representation of the Dynamical Changes

The clusters retrieved for a particular value of CT can be mapped on a

network of structurally interacting residues, providing information on the

dynamic changes localized in the protein structure. In Figures 5A and 6A

we represent this network for Fyn SH2 by discarding the long-range

effects for clarity of the representation. We only highlight changes in

coupling between residues in contact, where a contact is present when

two residues have at least one pair of side-chain atoms at a distance

less or equal to 5 Å in more than 50% of the structures of the SH2:pY-

tail NMR ensemble.

Combing Experimental and Predictive Data

In this paper wemerge the above-described predictive approach with the data

obtained by NMR side-chain relaxation experiments in order to complement



the experimental results on methyl-bearing residues, with predictions for the

non-methyl-bearing residues. To do so, we devised an iterative approach

seeking for a subset of relevant methyl-bearing residues for which, starting

from the predicted network, a corresponding subset of relevant non-methyl-

bearing residues can be derived with maximal accuracy based on the exper-

imental data. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3C.

The reasoning proposed in this study assumes that not all the experimental

DS2
axis values, defined as significant based on the experimental conditions

(Figure 2A), are also relevant for understanding the internal dynamics of the

Fyn SH2 domain induced by the peptide binding. For instance, M195- 3is a

very flexible methyl group that respects the significance criteria but, due to

its highly solvent surface accessibility and isolated location in respect to

the Fyn SH2 functional regions, is less probable to have relevant dynamical

changes upon peptide binding.

We first defined an AL on the experimental rDS2
axisr values, which deter-

mines the number of positive (relevant for the internal dynamics of the domain)

and negative residue instances (non-relevant for the domain internal dy-

namics). As the predictive approach is not able to differentiate between the

two methyl groups on the same residue, such as is the case for L238 and

I189, we considered them as relevant residues when at least one of the

jDS2
axisj values is above AL.

We then repeated the following steps (see Figure 3C) until a termination

criterion was met (namely AL is above the maximum rDS2
axisr): (1) to in-

crease AL and consequently produce a labeling of the methyl-bearing res-

idues into positive (P) and negative instances (N); (2) to perform a ROC anal-

ysis of the predictions by varying the CAST threshold (CT) and to compute

the AUC, which then measures the quality of the predictions with respect to

the labeling of the experimental data given in (1) in a way that is independent

of the chosen CT; and (3) to maintain the computed AUC and AL values

when they meet two combined criteria that we fixed: first, AUC must be

high enough (at least 0.75 considering that 0.5 would be the performance

of a random predictor); second, AL gives a better balanced ratio between

positive and negative residue instances with respect to the best-so-far

AL* value. In Figure 3C, a cascade of two yellow diamond shapes (condi-

tions 1 and 2) represent these two criteria. For the latter criterion, we

compare the current AL-dependent ratio between the number of positive

(P) and negative examples (N) with the best-so-far one in order to privilege

the higher one (i.e., the closest to 1 assuming the lowest between N or P is

at the numerator). Figure S5 shows the trace of the iterative algorithm in

terms of AUC (y axis) for each AL affecting the labeling of the experimental

data (x axis).

Upon termination, the ROC curve corresponding to the chosen AL* is

analyzed to determine the best threshold CT* on the predictions, which corre-

sponds to the closest point to the top-left corner of the ROC plot. This

threshold is then used to identify the informative group of methyl- and non-

methyl-bearing residues, which are predicted as being the most affected by

changes in coupling induced by the binding event.

Fyn Kinase Assays

Human Fyn kinase (corresponding to residues 1–537) was cloned into vec-

tor 2BT (plasmid # 29666; Addgene) and expressed in Escherichia coli

BL21DE3 with an amino terminal tobacco etch virus cleavable hexahistidine

tag. Fyn was purified as described before for Src kinase (Seeliger et al.,

2005). Csk was expressed and purified from E. coli as described before

(Levinson et al., 2008). Kinase activity was tested against a Src kinase

optimal substrate peptide (EAIYAAPFAKKK) in a continuous spectrophoto-

metric assay at 30�C (Barker et al., 1995). Since Csk has low activity

against substrate peptides, even high concentrations of Csk only yielded

a small background kinase activity that could be subtracted from the activ-

ity of Fyn kinase. We showed before that Src kinase does not trans-auto-

phosphorylate under the conditions of the kinase assay and therefore

exclude any contribution of autophosphorylation on the assay (Seeliger

et al., 2007).
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